
Quantification Theory

Let Ube a universal set and P(x) an open sentence on U. In science, we are alwaysmaking
assertions of the form

(a) “There existsanx in Usuchthat P(x) holds”

(b) “For all x in U, P(x) holds”

Statement (a) is symbolizedby
(3x6U)P(x) or (3x)(x eUAP(x))

This is an existentially quantified statement and is the existential quantifier.

Statement (b) is symbolizedby
(VxeU)P(x) or (VxXxeU—->P(x))

This is a universally quantified statement and (Vx) is the universal quantifier.

Exercises: Forrnalizethe followingstatementsusingquantifierlogic
Some integer is larger than 23
A positive integer is not negative.
Nonatural numberis less than 0.
No positive integer is les than 1.
Noprime is smaller than 2.
Theproduct of two positive integers is positive.
The product of two negative integers is positive.
The product of a positive integer and negative integer is negative.

. The sumof two even integers is even.
10.Every eveninteger is twice someinteger.
11. Every odd integer is onemore than twice someinteger.
12.The squareof aneveninteger is even.
13.The square root of an even squared integer is even.
14.The squareof an odd integer is odd.
15.The square root of an odd squared integer is odd.
16.The square root of a positive real number less than 1 is larger than the number.
17.The squareroot of a positive real number larger than 1 is smaller than the number.
18.The square root of a positive real number is positive.
19.The square root of a negative real number is not a real number.
20. The square root of a negative real number is the product of i and the square root of the
absolute value of the number.
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Exercises: Formalizethe followingstatementsusingquantifierlogic.
1. For every non zero real number there exists anonzero real number suchthat the product
is 1.

2. There exists a non zero real number for every non zero real number such that the product
is 1.

3. Betweeneverypairof distinct rationalnumbersthereis someirrational.



Exercise Set 3: Determine the validity of the following arguments.
(1)

If Spiderman is a superhero, then Spidermanbattles evil.
Spiderman is a superhero.
Spiderman battles evil.

Symbolize the argument. Let p symbolize Spiderman is a superhero and q. symbolize Spiderman battles evil, everywhere
in our argument. Then the argument form of this argument is exhibited in Figure 16a.
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Constructanimplication in whichthehypothesisis theconjunctionof thepremisesandtheconsequentis theargument
conclusion.

(((r=>e)/\r)mt)
Constructatruth tableof this implicationto determineif the lastcolumnconsistsof only T's.
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(2)
If allfiuit are seedless, then somefiuit is seedless.
Allfiuit are seedless.
Somefiuit is seedless.

(3)
If Garfieldisadog,thenGarfieldisacat.
Garfieldiscat.
Garfieldisadog.

(4) A more difficult argument. Symbolize each simple statement using the first letter of each underlined word as a
mnemonic for the simple statement that contains that word.

Either logic is dififzcultor not many students flkg it. If mathematics is easy, then logic is not
difiicult. Therefore, ifmanystudents like logic, then mathematics is not easy.

(5) Thisbabyis illogical. If this babycanmanagea crocodile,thenit is not despised.If this
babyis illogical, thenit is despised.Therefore,this babycannotmanagea crocodile.

(6) If there are no government subsidies of agriculture, then there are government controls of
agriculture. If there are government controls of agriculture, there is no agricultural depression.
There is either an agricultural depression or overproduction. As a matter of fact, there is no
overproduction. Therefore, there are government subsidies of agriculture.



Betweeneverypair of distinct irrational numbersthereis somerational.
Betweeneverpair of distinct realnumbersthereis arationalandanirrational.
You can fool some of the people all of the time.
You can fool all the people some of the time.
‘ You can’t fool all the people all the time.
. You can’t fool a person all the time.
10.Every even positive integer greater than two can be written as the sum of two primes.
'11.Everybody likes somebody.
12. Somebody likes somebody.
13.Everybody likes everybody.
14. Somebody likes everybody.
15.Nobody likes everybody.
16. Somebody likes nobody.
17. There are exactly two purple mushrooms.
18. I shave all those and only those who do not shave themselves.
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RulesofQuantifierNegation:

—1(VxeU)P(x)a (3x6U)(-.P(x))

43x 6U)P(x) a (VxeUX-1P(x))

Exercises:
1. Use quantifiers to determinewhich of the following is logically equivalent to the
negation of the statement “All snakes are poisonous”? What is the universal set?

a. All snakes are not poisonous.
b. Some snakes are poisonous.
0. Some snakes are not poisonous. .

2. Find the statements that are logically equivalent to the negation of each of the following
statements.

All snakes are reptiles.
Some horses are gentle.
All female students are either attractive or smart.
No baby is not cute.
No elephant can fly.9999'!”


